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Introduction

The Advocates has partnered with women’s non-governmental organizations (NGOs) throughout Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and the Former Soviet Union (FSU) for decades on promoting women’s human rights through legal reform, advocacy, monitoring and documentation, and training. In recent years, our NGO partners have reported increasing challenges to carrying out their human rights work, such as: growing laws and practices designed to suppress civil society; rollbacks to laws and progress made on women’s human rights; attacks and threats by private actors against human rights defenders; and growing public misunderstanding of their work and human rights overall. In response to this development, The Advocates undertook fact-finding into the anti-gender movement, also referred to as the radical right or far-right movement, and produced a report on the backlash to the Istanbul Convention in 2021.1

Since then, many stakeholders have expressed to The Advocates the need to document effective strategies that civil society is employing in the face of oppressive conditions and that frames these actions more specifically to each country’s unique context. The Advocates conducted several interviews with NGOs and Human Rights Defenders (“HRDs”) in countries affected by the anti-gender movement to document these strategies, as well as civil society’s needs. This report is intended to present those effective civil society strategies and supplement A Rollback for Human Rights: The Istanbul Convention Under Attack.

Executive Summary

This report describes the innovative strategies undertaken by civil society in response to anti-gender activity, including: (i) re-thinking strategies on ratification of the Istanbul Convention; (ii) focusing on the training and education of new activists and supporters, as well wider stakeholders and actors; (iii) increasing visibility in creative ways; (iv) monitoring and data collection to protect women and counter

---

disinformation; (v) building coalitions as well as creating unconventional alliances; (vi) finding allies with smaller, sympathetic groups within the opposition; (vii) determining alternative, innovative ways to engage with politicians and navigate the political system; (viii) establishing new creative ways to counter harmful messaging from the anti-gender movement; (ix) considering alternative, more flexible ways for HRDs to incorporate and assemble; and (x) staying resilient.

This report also describes the needs of civil society to continue working effectively and with enjoyment of freedom of association and assembly. In addition to financial resources, NGOs reported the following needs: (i) increased focus and support on the mental well-being of their employees; (ii) assistance in developing their training programs and employee know-how; (iii) decreasing the administrative burdens placed on them by certain funders; (iv) wider formal recognition for HRDs working in women’s rights; and finally, (v) greater solidarity within society, including more external support.
Needs of NGOs in Addition to Financial Resources

- Increased focus and support on the mental well-being of their employees
- Assistance in developing their training programs and employee know-how
- Decreasing the administrative burdens placed on them by certain funders
- Wider formal recognition for HRDs and activists working in women’s rights
- Solidarity within society, including the need for more external support

Effective and Innovative Strategies

- Re-thinking strategies on ratification of the Istanbul Convention
- Focusing on training and education
- Increasing visibility in creative and innovative ways
- Monitoring and data collection protecting women and countering disinformation
- Building coalitions and unexpected alliances
- Finding allies with groups within the opposition
- Determining new ways to engage with politicians and the political system
- Establishing new creative ways to counter harmful messaging from the anti-gender movement
- Considering alternative, more flexible ways for HRDs to incorporate and assemble
- Staying resilient
Civil Society Strategies

1. Find Strategies Complementary to Ratification of the Istanbul Convention

(i) Focus on Reforming Domestic Laws

Instead of pushing for ratification in countries where far-right governments and the general public are currently hostile toward the Istanbul Convention or overall human rights, many non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have focused on reforming domestic laws to align them with the convention’s provisions. In Italy, which has ratified the Istanbul Convention, NGOs strive to constantly lobby for human rights at all levels, using the convention as an interpretive tool in reviewing all potential legislation related to violence against women.2 In Lithuania, which has not yet ratified the convention, an HRD explained how she and her colleagues refer to the convention’s concepts and principles without specifically mentioning the Istanbul Convention.3 This approach has enabled incremental progression of domestic lawmaking, without invoking any backlash or controversy from anti-gender groups.4

Interviewees identified long-time commitments to reforming local laws as one of the most effective strategies that led to ratifying the Istanbul Convention in Moldova.5 A Moldovan NGO assessed that, by starting with reforms in domestic law, the government and parliament eventually became more amenable to an advocacy campaign on ratification.6 The lesson they offer is “the earlier you start, the better

---

6 Id.
chances you have” with ratification. In Lithuania, an HRD agreed ratification will be easier to achieve once the domestic law accords with the convention’s obligations.

Interviews revealed that, when proposed amendments address reform in areas beyond violence against women, they generally garner greater state support, even from more conservative governments.

In Armenia, civil society proposed amendments to the domestic violence law. To the surprise of Armenian civil society, the Ministry of Justice is considering its proposals. It recognizes these amendments as important not only in combating domestic violence, but also in promoting legal changes in areas more amenable to bipartisan support, like family and criminal law. Similarly, civil society in Poland has reformed criminal prosecutions to become more victim-centred by removing the requirement for victim-initiated prosecution — a requirement that places an onerous burden on victims. Instead, there is now an \textit{ex officio} obligation on the prosecutor and police to bring a case in any circumstance where they have received sufficiently credible evidence that an act of violence occurred.

In pushing for legal reforms, civil society is tactical about the language it uses for amendments. Where there is resistance to major changes, NGOs have carefully chosen terminology that is less controversial for the public. For example, in Czech Republic where stakeholders sought to reform laws on sexual violence, there are no “consent-based laws” in legislation; rape and other forms of sexual assault focus only on the nature of the act rather than on whether consent was given. Because of strong resistance to the concept of “consent,” civil society has considered using less inflammatory language in the Czech legislation that will still achieve their goals. For

\begin{itemize}
  \item Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Armenia Interviewee 1. February 2, 2022.
  \item \textit{Id.}
  \item Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Armenia Interviewee 1. February 2, 2022.
  \item Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Poland Interviewee 1. February 22, 2022.
  \item Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Poland Interviewee 1. November 9, 2018.
  \item Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Czech Republic Interviewee 3. February 23, 2022.
\end{itemize}
example, an interviewee noted an alternative strategy of using the term “involuntary intercourse,” which should still cover most instances of rape and sexual assault.\(^\text{15}\)

In countries where the backlash against the Istanbul Convention and other human rights is strong, civil society has prioritized accepting the status quo. It leverages existing legislation rather than risking further regressions in law through reform attempts. In Turkey, following ratification of the Istanbul Convention, activists viewed the laws on violence against women as adequate enough at a time when human rights were becoming increasingly jeopardized.\(^\text{16}\) When Turkish President Erdoğan decided on March 20, 2021 to unilaterally withdraw Turkey from the convention, civil society maintained that, although his action was not legally effective, the focus should be on continued implementation of domestic law. In fact, the slogan of the coalition EŞİK — Women’s Platform for Equality has been “[d]on’t touch the laws, implement them,” which appears as a hashtag in all their social media posts.\(^\text{17}\) Reinforcing this strategy of using the laws on the books became even more pressing when, just days after Turkey’s Council of State Tenth Chamber upheld the constitutionality of the president’s withdrawal decision, Turkey formally withdrew from the Istanbul Convention on July 1, 2022.\(^\text{18}\)

(ii) Other Ratification Strategies

**Public Pressure**

NGOs have long leveraged public opinion to sway governments on issues about which they care. Using simple, time-tested tools, they can broaden their reach and gain more supporters for an initiative. For example, NGOs have found that petitions can readily garner additional signatures beyond a movement’s traditional support base, especially when they use simple language and broaden their outreach. In

\(^{15}\) Id.

\(^{16}\) Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Turkey Interviewee 1. February 4, 2022.

\(^{17}\) Id.

Moldova, an HRD noted how their online petition for the Istanbul Convention secured additional signatures from organizations with no connection to gender equality, domestic violence, or education. A petition can also dredge up unexpected support. In the Czech Republic, the anti-gender movement had launched its own petition. Nevertheless, a women’s rights NGO petition received almost as many signatures as the opposition’s petition, despite indications of far less support among the public.

### International Pressure

UN human rights bodies issue recommendations to governments to ratify the Istanbul Convention, despite its being a Council of Europe (CoE) instrument. For those countries that have yet to ratify the Istanbul Convention, UN treaty body reviews and Universal Periodic Reviews can be powerful pressure points to compel governments to take that step. During Moldova’s interactive dialogue at its Universal Periodic Review in 2016, Moldova received nine recommendations to ratify the Istanbul Convention. Upon accepting these recommendations, Moldova was under pressure to implement them before its next review. In 2020, the CEDAW Committee similarly expressed concern in its Concluding Observations that Moldova had not yet ratified the Istanbul Convention and recommended expediting its ratification. A few months before its UPR Interactive Dialogue on January 28, 2022, Moldova ratified the Istanbul Convention.

---

20 Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Czech Republic Interviewee 2. February 18, 2022.
In Italy, NGOs have also seen value in leveraging international instruments that the government has ratified. These instruments require governments to publicly justify why they have not implemented certain legislation or met certain targets during periodic reviews. This, in turn, allows NGOs to pressure their governments to make positive commitments to the international community in the field of women’s rights.25 In Latvia, NGOs recognize the leverage CEDAW has and use those reviews to ensure the government makes genuine commitments to the committee rather than mere “polite answers.”26 In Croatia, after the government weakened laws on domestic violence, activists enjoyed similar success using UN advocacy. Specifically, in 2015, the Human Rights Council and the Human Rights Committee reviewed Croatia under the Universal Periodic Review and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, respectively. Joint advocacy by The Advocates and Autonomous Women’s House Zagreb brought attention to Croatia’s recent decriminalization of domestic violence.

Both the UPR Working Group and the Human Rights Committee made recommendations for Croatia to recriminalize domestic violence. Within months of this international pressure, Croatia's Parliament amended the law to make domestic violence a crime again.

Finally, civil society should find ways to capitalize on changes in the political or domestic climate to renew efforts toward ratification. For example, with the Czech Republic taking over the EU Commission presidency in 2022, a Czech NGO sought to capitalize on the timing of this new international role as a means of persuading the government to ratify the Istanbul Convention. Similarly, women's rights groups have been advocating for Ukraine to ratify the Istanbul Convention once it opened for signature in 2011. Since the beginning of the conflict with Russia, urgency for EU candidacy has escalated for Ukraine. On February 28, 2022, a few days after the commencement of the conflict with Russia, President Zelensky applied for EU membership. For Ukraine to obtain EU membership, it must demonstrate its...
commitment to respecting and protecting human rights. Therefore, civil society has mobilized its resources to push Ukraine toward ratification of the convention, stressing in particular that implementation is more urgent than ever, given the additional violence against women perpetrated during the war. On July 18, 2022, Ukraine ratified the Istanbul Convention.

2. Training and Education

The adoption of legislation that addresses violence against women is an important first step. It is crucial, however, that states commit to and support effective implementation through training and education. States should develop ongoing trainings for system actors on how to effectively implement those laws. Ideally, these trainings would be led by, or done in consultation with, NGOs that serve victims of violence and understand their needs. The state must also support public awareness efforts to educate communities about violence against women, the laws, their rights, and how to enforce them.

(i) Continuing Education of Systems Actors

Many women’s rights NGOs have emphasized the need to train the judiciary, which does not always have specialized knowledge on violence against women. In some cases, in what can be a male-dominated profession, many judicial officers hold the same gender stereotypes that are reflected in wider society. Interviewees reported these attitudes are particularly acute in Italy where high-achieving law students can become judges as early as their late twenties when they have limited life experience and may lack a professional understanding of the issues female victims of violence...
Compounding this problem in Italy is a pervasive judicial attitude that violence against women is an issue for social services to handle rather than the courts.

Civil society must not only offer training, but also take steps to ensure robust and sustained participation in the training. In the Czech Republic, an interviewee reported that many judges hold harmful gender stereotypes. Those hearing cases of violence against women do not receive any specialized training on the topic. NGOs provide optional training sessions to the judiciary on the experiences of women seeking justice, but attendance is weak. At times, poor attendance stems from judicial attitudes that NGOs are not capable of training judges. To address these misperceptions, a Czech NGO is advocating to make such judicial training legally mandatory.

Findings revealed that judicial training should also address the nuances of local translations of international instruments, including the Istanbul Convention. This training is crucial to counter the spread of “gender ideology” misinformation. In Bulgaria, the Constitutional Court concluded in July 2018 that the Istanbul Convention was incompatible with the Bulgarian Constitution. As one HRD points out, an

---

38 Id.
40 Id.
41 Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Italy Interviewee 2 et al. December 6, 2018.
impediment was the word “gender” in the Convention was translated into Bulgarian differently than other translations: the term was integrated under the word “sex.” This terminology created problems with Articles 3(c) and 4(3) discussing both sex and gender discrimination as it enabled anti-gender groups to label it a new concept not in keeping with Bulgaria’s culture and traditions. Ultimately, the Constitutional Court agreed with this argument by the anti-gender groups.

Civil society has directed similar efforts toward training police on women’s rights issues. In Poland, an interviewee described how police have little awareness about the realities of violence against women. The HRD speculated that any training they receive is likely focused on protecting the family unit rather than any particular family member. Therefore, one Polish NGO is currently advocating for more sophisticated training sessions to be provided to the police by NGOs that specialize in violence against women.

(ii) Raising Public Awareness

Civil society continues to educate the public about women’s human rights. Findings revealed that civil society should first identify the gaps in public knowledge to better target its educational efforts. For example, a Latvian NGO recognized that the public generally does not understand the international framework for women’s rights. It created an international feminist school to educate students on UN instruments for women and girls’ rights, such as CEDAW and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).

---

45 See Istanbul Convention, Art. 3(c), 4(3).
48 Id.
49 Id.
Activists have also found innovative ways to raise public awareness on these issues. In Turkey, an artist created an installation of 440 pairs of shoes on the façade of an Istanbul building to mark the 440 femicides in 2018. The Women’s Network of Croatia also adapted traditional letter-writing campaigns to reach a larger share of the public. It developed colourful postcards with photos of Croatia, similar to those found in tourist shops. The postcards were addressed to the Government of Croatia with a pre-written message asking for ratification of the Convention.

A great deal of civil society’s investment in education has focused on the importance of the Istanbul Convention, with NGOs recognizing that many government officials remain uninformed about it. One activist opined that showing how the convention will connect the positive steps already taken to combat violence against women will demonstrate the convention’s merits to state officials.

Civil society groups have developed materials to inform NGO responders how best to advocate for the Istanbul Convention. Women Against Violence Europe (“WAVE”) Network, together with the CoE’s Gender Equality Division and UN Women, developed a methodology with advocacy resources and tools (the “WAVE Methodology Report”). As WAVE explains: “[t]his methodology will assist [civil society organizations] in running national communication and advocacy campaigns on the Istanbul Convention. The Istanbul Convention will be the subject of positive narratives produced by [civil society organizations] using this methodology, which will also help debunk myths and false information about the convention.” The WAVE Methodology Report includes a chapter setting out the common myths and misconceptions of the Istanbul Convention, as well as a brochure providing a positive narrative on the benefits of ratification. At the same time, civil society has made a concerted effort to educate the wider public on the political and economic costs of violence against women. This will highlight the importance of pressuring

---

52 Center for Women War Victims ROSA et al., postcards on file with The Advocates for Human Rights
55 Women Against Violence Europe (WAVE), New Methodology to Support CSOs in Advocating for the Istanbul Convention, July 4, 2022, https://wave-network.org/methodology-csos-istanbul-convention/
56 Id.
57 Id.
politicians to develop effective long-term solutions to reduce incidents of such violence.  

(iii) Building Capacity among HRDs

In addition to raising the general visibility of human rights issues, NGOs target select specific groups to teach and instill human rights values. In the face of an anti-gender movement that has misappropriated human rights language for its own use, NGOs are playing an important role in educating the next generation of activists on how to use a true human rights approach that includes principles of dignity, equality, and justice. In many ways, civil society is actively training the next generation of human rights defenders. Center “Women’s Perspectives” in Ukraine runs an annual Feminist Intensive Camp for young women from across Ukraine. The three-day training brings together more than 50 female activists who are involved with cross-cutting issues, such as internally displaced persons, climate change, media stereotypes, reproductive health, and violence against women. The camp brings domestic and international experts to teach and also enables participants to propose and deliver their own workshops to peers — thus building leadership capacity and training skills among these young women. With each annual Feminist Intensive Camp, Center “Women’s Perspectives” is

**UKRAINE: TRAIN YOUNG WOMEN ACTIVISTS FROM A VARIETY OF SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUES BY USING INTENSIVE CAMPS.**


60 Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Poland Interviewee 2. February 16, 2022.
building and strengthening a countrywide cadre of connected, trained young women activists within Ukraine.\textsuperscript{61}

Some groups use formal education to change attitudes and expand knowledge. In the Czech Republic, an NGO set up a gender education program with lesson plans and materials for teachers to use in schools.\textsuperscript{62} To avoid backlash in a country where gender ideology fictions are prevalent, the NGO has been careful not to refer to the word “gender” and instead markets the training as “sexual education for respectful partnerships between young people.”\textsuperscript{63}

Other groups focused on training lawyers who can defend women’s human rights in domestic courtrooms, as well as at the international and regional levels. In Bulgaria, the Bulgarian Gender Research Foundation has trained generations of young lawyers from Central Eastern Europe (CEE) and the Former Soviet Union (FSU) to use international legal mechanisms to defend women’s rights when all domestic options have failed.

Since 2004, the Women’s Human Rights Training Institute (WHRTI) has trained more than 150 lawyers how to address issues of violence against women, including advocacy at the United Nations and the European Court of Human Rights. Throughout their careers, WHRTI graduates have successfully used this knowledge to change domestic laws, challenge harmful court decisions before international and regional bodies, and draw national attention to issues of women’s rights. One of the most important contributing factors to WHRTI’s success is that eight cohorts of trained lawyers remain networked across countries, which gives them a peer support community in addressing human rights challenges. They stay connected via

---


\textsuperscript{62} Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Czech Republic Interviewee 3. February 23, 2022.

\textsuperscript{63} Id.
social media to share new case law and developments, post resources, and seek legal advice from fellow peers.\textsuperscript{64}

Certain NGOs have also recognized the importance of capacity-building within their own organizations. A Polish NGO explained how its employees specialize on particular issues, with one employee responsible for the domestic violence contact network, another responsible for disinformation and the anti-gender networks, and a third responsible for all secularized projects that disconnect the country from the influence of the ultra-conservative religious establishment.\textsuperscript{65} This division has been important in streamlining projects as well as attracting staff, volunteers, and interns who desire to focus on specific areas of women’s rights.\textsuperscript{66} Other NGOs strive to actively build connections with and expertise of marginalized communities of women. In Latvia, one NGO has used trainings to connect activists directly with specific affected populations, such as Roma women. In so doing, it seeks to empower marginalized women, overcome stereotypes and prejudices, and celebrate their unique cultures and values.\textsuperscript{67}

3. Enhance Visibility

Another strategy NGOs use is to heighten the public visibility of their activities, which in turn leads to greater success. A multi-faceted approach is the most successful way to enhance both visibility and impact.\textsuperscript{68}

---


\textsuperscript{65} Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Poland Interviewee 2. February 16, 2022.

\textsuperscript{66} Id.

\textsuperscript{67} Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Latvia Interviewee 1. February 14, 2019.

(i) Media

The media is a crucial means of increasing visibility, especially when civil society’s reach is limited. As a Lithuanian HRD explained, when NGOs do not have the capacity to target large audiences themselves, they must leverage media channels with national reach to spread their message and promote their activities.69 This work can be challenging. NGOs in some countries face resistance from mainstream media, where certain news and other television channels refuse to run advertisements and press releases of NGOs, including women’s rights groups.70 Hence, the organizations have found alternative media groups that will cover them. NGOs have created lists of media channels and news sources to correctly report the content that the NGO sends to them, focusing on those with large followings.71 Other NGOs have successfully participated in roundtable discussions on national television. Through these discussions NGOs demonstrate their expertise in certain issues as they outline and explain policy solutions both to the government and to the public.72

Across the board, activists agreed the key to working with media is to share individual stories and powerful imagery. As one HRD summarized, “[y]ou give [the media] stories … they give you the coverage.” Another HRD in Poland suggested that a multimedia approach should incorporate images as well as words.73

(ii) New Activities and Partners

Multiple interviewees stressed the importance of trying activities that are new and have never been seen in the country. Interviewees encouraged activists to be

---

71 Id.
72 Id.
fearless about trying something for the first time and to “build a bit further” out from the usual activities. The Women’s Network of Croatia successfully garnered attention by creating several new activities to counter the opposition. Since these activities had never been done in Croatia, they readily drew the attention of the media and public. The network worked with a journalist and documentary film director to hold vigils in front of hospitals and to screen those videos on social media. They named the campaign “Master of My Own Body,” drawing from a 1957 Croatian feature film to attract public recognition. Some NGOs invest in billboard campaigns in smaller localities, where billboards are more visible and less costly than they are in big cities; are more heavily discussed by locals, and; improve the morale of those working on women’s rights issues in those areas.

Connecting with other sectors, such as the arts, entertainment, or technology industries, can also draw attention. The WAVE Methodology Report notes the benefit of working with artists who can help with “designing infographics and can offer a creative perspective on promoting the main messages of campaigns accessible to the general public.” In Lithuania, an NGO worked closely with an advertising company that had a strong corporate mission to help tackle social issues. They jointly created a series of short, powerful videos on violence against women, telling stories of abuse from physical, sexual, and economic standpoints. One video was deliberately

TRY ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE NEVER BEEN DONE BEFORE IN THE COUNTRY TO DRAW ATTENTION.

DEVELOP ACTIVITIES THAT ARE NEW TO THE COUNTRY AND LOCALES TO ATTRACT ATTENTION.

CONNECT WITH OTHER INDUSTRIES TO ENHANCE VISIBILITY AND DRAW ATTENTION.

---

76 Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Poland Interviewee 2. February 16, 2022.
77 Women Against Violence Europe (WAVE), New Methodology to Support CSOs in Advocating for the Istanbul Convention, July 4, 2022, https://wave-network.org/methodology-csos-istanbul-convention/.
divided into several sections to depict each form of violence. The videos’ vivid format drew positive engagement from the media, private organizations, and the general public.

(iii) Social Media and Influencers

Multiple HRDs acknowledged the importance of social media and stressed the importance of finding innovative ways to increase visibility with online platforms. For some HRDs, social media impact is about engaging the right people. One NGO, with 16,000 followers, including “a lot of influential news people” on one of its social media accounts, emphasized that impact is about the quality, not the quantity, of the followers. Others use media outside of the traditional women’s rights sphere. When a Ukrainian NGO needed 8,000 more signatures for its petition on ratification, it turned to a mainstream app for women. With the help of a local celebrity, the NGO posted an ad for signatures in a menstruation cycle app that has thousands of women subscribers. By posting the ad on the app’s chat board, the NGO secured 7,000 signatures in two days. The HRD recounted, “It was shocking. We didn’t expect it. It was a great experience for us. We got out of our activist bubble and just got to women in Ukraine. Just [ordinary] women.”

Interviewees agreed that using imagery in social media can broaden their reach. For example, a Lithuanian HRD explained how they first seize people’s attention by posting

---

79 Id.
80 Id.
eye-catching photos, then convey their message through captions.\textsuperscript{84} After President Erdoğan announced Turkey’s withdrawal from the Istanbul Convention, one NGO disseminated a series of videos on social media explaining their support for the convention and their refusal to give up on it.\textsuperscript{85} The videos secured widespread attention and received approximately 100,000 tweets on Twitter in one day.\textsuperscript{86}

Civil society also taps into influencers, whether they are local celebrities or individuals with a large social media following.\textsuperscript{87} As one HRD explained, celebrities usually attract a lot more attention than experts.\textsuperscript{88} In Ukraine, an LGBTIQ+ NGO described how it frequently wrote to social media influencers about instances of gender-based and domestic violence. Eventually, one influencer decided to post herself reading these messages on her Instagram story. She also agreed to post herself talking about signing a petition to ratify the Istanbul Convention.\textsuperscript{89} The Ukrainian HRD stressed, however, that because their organization lacks the resources to continue such outreach for a single Instagram story, it would be worthwhile to build ongoing relationships with influencers.\textsuperscript{90} Influencers need not be limited to just celebrities; NGOs have also tapped into local business executives and political leaders to garner attention.\textsuperscript{91}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{influencers.png}
\caption{Use influencers to disseminate messages and attract new supporters.}
\end{figure}

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{84} Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Lithuania Interviewee 1. February 11, 2022.
\textsuperscript{85} Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Turkey Interviewee 1. February 4, 2022.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Croatia Interviewee 2. July 8-10, 2019.
\textsuperscript{89} Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Ukraine Interviewee 1. February 3, 2022.
\textsuperscript{90} Id.
(iv) Protests and Marches

Civil society has long used public protests and marches as a way of being visible. Protests and marches can be an effective psychological tool to show the public that a movement enjoys wide support. Marches can work especially well in more conservative towns and regions to demonstrate to residents that local people care about an issue. A Croatian HRD stressed the importance of conducting these activities peacefully while at the same time being “loud and colourful” to enhance visibility and engage men as well as women. In addition, march organizers must plan their long-term strategy in advance to ensure the protest is not a one-time event but part of a long-term effort to achieve their advocacy goals.

In Croatia, the Church and secular NGOs have sought to appropriate the concept of family protection through an anti-gender lens. Protests have helped counter this messaging by creating a sense of “collective opinion” about the benefits of the Istanbul Convention as well as the importance of women’s sexual and reproductive rights. These human rights counter-protests seek to co-opt the anti-gender space by organizing sit-in actions where volunteers sit on the ground in front of anti-gender marches and refuse to leave.

---

**PLAN PROTESTS AND MARCHES WITH LONG-TERM GOALS, WHETHER ADVOCACY OR PROTESTORS’ NEEDS, IN MIND.**

---

**CROATIA: ORGANIZE COUNTER-PROTESTS TO COINCIDE WITH ANTI-GENDER MARCHES. PREPARE IN ADVANCE FOR CONSEQUENCES, INCLUDING ARRESTS.**

---

92 Interview with The Advocates for Human Rights, Poland Interviewee 2. February 16, 2022.
97 Id.
Protestors’ arrests often result in positive media attention, especially in Croatia when police arrested women dressed in red-stained white gowns protesting restrictive abortion laws. Importantly, NGOs anticipate and prepare in advance for such arrests and other consequences. The Croatian NGO ensured funding was available to pay the fees to release the volunteers from jail.

In Lithuania, NGOs organized eye-catching protests to defeat a bill that would harm unmarried parents. The government proposed a family law that would only benefit married individuals, thereby discriminating against single parents. A Lithuanian NGO organized a protest where volunteers simply wore white dresses with the tag line: “we want a man to be married.” The activity attracted media attention and fostered discussion on the ways single parents would experience discrimination under the bill. Ultimately, the public pressure and dissent resulted in the government deciding not to enact the law.

Protests and marches also provide bottom-up pressure in promoting the Istanbul Convention. Organizing public voices demonstrates to governments that society is ready for the implementation of laws on violence against women both through changes in domestic law and through ratification. Such noise can also force certain issues onto the international agenda during negotiations, dove-tailing bottom-up pressure with top-down pressure. For instance, in Armenia, based in large part on the public uproar that an NGO had created, the EU conditioned the signing of the European Union Partnership Agreement on the Armenian government making certain commitments to adopt domestic violence laws.

Tips for a Successful March:

1. Ensure the march is timely and has the most appropriate theme in light of the surrounding circumstances. For example, in 2019-2020, domestic violence was a major issue in Ukrainian news, so ratification of the Istanbul Convention was a timely theme.
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2. Engage social media networks to promote the march. The organizers in Ukraine spread word of the march by targeting feminist bloggers who, in turn, persuaded their readers to march.

3. Highlight the stories of individual survivors of domestic violence and, with their consent, publish their stories, anonymous or not, in online and print media.

4. Use innovative and creative media to draw attention to your message through art, performance, and thought-provoking images.

5. Bring in local, national, and international celebrities to speak at the march. That will increase the media coverage and get the attention of political parties.

6. Work hard to get as much media coverage as possible.

### 4. Monitoring and Data Collection

Monitoring and data collection is another strategy both to protect women and counter disinformation, which has become increasingly prevalent in the backlash against human rights.

Interviews revealed how civil society focuses on the collection of data in state responses to violence against women. In Armenia, an NGO is working with domestic violence support centers, the Ministry of Justice, the prosecutor’s office, and police to enter statistics on domestic violence into an online database.\(^{102}\) Given that perpetrators commit domestic violence with little accountability, the NGO compares the reported instances of domestic violence with the number of prosecuted cases and the number of withdrawn or cancelled cases due to “lack of evidence.”\(^{103}\) Such data comparisons help the NGO demonstrate the shortcomings in laws, as well as show how such laws are implemented in practice.\(^{104}\) An NGO in the Czech Republic has adopted a similar strategy by lobbying the Minister of Justice to compile a register of all courtroom verdicts, including the
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pursuit delivered, to increase transparency.\textsuperscript{105} In the Czech Republic, most convicted perpetrators are punished only with probation without receiving any custodial sentence.\textsuperscript{106} By increasing public transparency on weak sentencing, the NGO hopes public pressure will persuade the government to implement more appropriate sentencing policies.\textsuperscript{107} In Poland, where femicide is on the rise, an NGO monitors data on femicide and suicide to identify patterns and determine how many of these deaths are domestic violence-related. The NGO aims to present these patterns to the government to demonstrate that domestic violence is a systemic problem that is best rectified by implementing the Istanbul Convention.\textsuperscript{108} Although Poland ratified the Istanbul Convention in 2015, there have been efforts to attempt to withdraw from the convention in recent years.

NGOs also conduct monitoring to identify and remedy the gaps in laws and their implementation. In Moldova, an NGO monitors how domestic violence legislation is working to understand what gaps exist and propose relevant legislative amendments.\textsuperscript{109} At the same time, the NGO monitors the work of various systems actors, including police, doctors, and social workers. This monitoring determines the extent to which policies need to be updated to afford sufficient protection to women.\textsuperscript{110} HRDs also stress the importance of looking inward by monitoring the effectiveness of an NGO’s own activities not only to determine which of their own policies and strategies need updating, but also to educate judges, prosecutors, and government officials on their own experiences of what does or does not work.\textsuperscript{111}

Civil society also engages in ongoing monitoring of developments at the legislative and policy level. As one HRD in Turkey explained “Watching Parliament is
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a big part of what we do.” Volunteers conduct the legislative monitoring in Turkey and gather news from parliamentary journalists, opposition party members, and other actors on the latest policy and legislative discussions and the agenda for each upcoming week. The NGO uses this information to bring opposition parties together to align goals and strategies as much as possible.

5. Build Coalitions and Unconventional Alliances

HRDs generally agree that building coalitions and unconventional alliances is key to combatting the anti-gender movement. Collaboration allows NGOs to “combine expertise, experience and resources.” Each organization can offer a different area of specialization and expertise, whether it be the organization’s gathering of evidence-based information, its knowledge of treaties, its understandings of best practices, or its use of successful communication strategies. While some women’s rights NGOs seek to cooperate with groups focusing on similar issues, many appreciate the value of collaborating with a diverse range of NGOs that address different issues affecting vulnerable populations, including disabilities and poverty, LGBTIQ+ rights and refugee rights, women with HIV/AIDS, minority and Roma women, mothers’ groups, women in sports, and internally displaced women. In Ukraine, an LGBTIQ+ activist described how she and her colleagues collaborate with what she terms as the “new social wave” in her country, which encompasses climate change advocates, historical landmark preservationists, garbage sorters, and cyclists.
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Coalition work also enables groups to collaborate more rapidly and effectively to address emerging threats. As a Turkish HRD explained:

We formed as a platform because there’s a precedent, a practice, a history of working in loose cooperation or women’s organizations working in cooperation with one another without losing their own identity, their own focus and everything but then coming together whenever there’s a threat. This has been done to reform the civil code, which the women’s movement did manage to reform in 2002. This has been done when there was a threat of amnesty for sexual abusers. We have a history of coming together when there is something on the table we need to respond to.122

At the same time, civil society has not limited itself to coalitions with each other and has sought to collaborate with a range of stakeholders to respond to anti-gender activities. In Spain, the coalition Defender a quien Defiende (“Defending the Defenders”) brings together human rights defenders, journalists, psychologists, legal experts, and others to challenge restrictive gag laws enacted in 2015 that led to the criminalization of protesters. The coalition’s diverse membership means it can provide both legal and psychological support to those in need, as well as use the data collected for advocacy at the national and international levels.123

Civil society has also used creative alliances with the public to defend women’s human rights. In Poland, NGOs looking to challenge abortion laws worked with taxi drivers, farmers, and other groups that did not typically protest in favor of women’s
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rights, much less in favor of abortion. The protests led to incidents of police brutality, but the taxi drivers collaborating with the NGOs were available to transport protesters home.

(i) Private Sector

Civil society also strives to build recognition within the private sector that these social problems negatively impact all sectors of society. For example, NGOs have sought to build alliances with companies in the private sector. In Croatia, in cooperation with a few NGOs, IKEA provided furniture to shelters following an earthquake with the message: “Not every home is a safe place. Talking is the first step toward life without violence. Find out what you can do if you are in a relationship with an abuser.” The message listed a phone number to call. IKEA has also worked on a global domestic violence campaign, with one NGO in the Czech Republic noting its success was due largely to its visibility and engagement with the public on social media and with politicians who felt compelled to listen to the public noise. The key to the success was messaging: the campaign focused on love and happiness, rather than rights and needs, which are more difficult for people, including the anti-gender movement, to oppose. Civil society is beginning to recognize that private sector companies can be valuable partners in providing long-term support and resources, rather than simply assisting with one-time campaigns.

NGOs also recognize the need to find alternative ways to reach people wherever they are. For instance, another HRD mentioned it can be helpful to partner with
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grocery stores to put messaging on grocery bags. A Bulgarian HRD similarly stressed the importance of using multiple platforms to reach their audience. In some countries, civil society has created advertisements to put on billboards, in subway stations, and on subway trains.

(ii) Benefits

Interviewees reported that building new allies outside their traditional circles brought many benefits in countering the opposition. Groups outside their usual orbit can increase public support and enhance credibility via additional name recognition. NGOs also found that, when one organization sends a letter to a government official or posts on social media, other organizations will instantly “jump to support,” boosting the messaging. Building alliances also helps expand audience reach. For example, an HRD explained how a misguided Lithuanian NGO posted disinformation about the Istanbul Convention which the HRD then refuted it with accurate facts.

Building alliances outside traditional orbits expands resources and lessens the work for any one organization. For example, in Ukraine, organizers of the annual women’s march began collaborating with NGOs focused on issues beyond women’s rights. Another NGO works with organizations focused broadly on diverse issues. As a result, the combined
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committee is now an umbrella of varied groups sharing the work. For the 2021 women's march, they strategically defined the theme to include both Istanbul Convention ratification and COVID-19, thus broadening their reach even further.\textsuperscript{137}

The necessity of coalitions is becoming widely recognized, with one HRD noting that “you cannot do a lot of things alone.”\textsuperscript{138} One NGO, which has established itself as a platform of more than 300 women’s and LGBTIQ+ rights organizations, highlights that effective communication between organizations can allow every member of the platform to understand what is happening in every region of the country. This, in turn, allows them to identify threats and patterns as soon as they emerge and prepare coordinated responses.\textsuperscript{139}

(iii) Transnational Alliances

When building these alliances, multiple HRDs emphasized the power of a transnational approach. In a country where laws and policies have constricted the space or funding for civil society, or where HRDs work at great personal risk to themselves, that country’s diaspora can be an effective resource to bolster women’s rights movements within the home country.\textsuperscript{140} In Moldova, the women’s movement has leveraged the diaspora of Moldovan women. Activists in Moldova reached out to members of the Moldovan diaspora in EU countries, including France, Italy, and Poland. Virtual space allows the diaspora partnership to transcend distance, discuss violence against women, and share strategies. The Moldovan diaspora not only sends financial support, but also exerts significant political pressure. For example, when the government failed to provide the diaspora access to voting,

\begin{quote}
MOLDOVA: LEVERAGE THE LOBBYING AND FINANCIAL STRENGTH OF THE DIASPORA WHEN IT SUPPORTS THE NGOs’ VALUES.
\end{quote}
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members of the diaspora mobilized and contacted pro-European party activists in Moldova to change course. Because funds from the diaspora in the EU contribute to the country's public income, there is an underlying pressure to vote for pro-European parties. Given that one of the opposition’s arguments is that the Istanbul Convention is also pro-EU, the diaspora may hold great potential for women’s rights movements seeking additional support and political pressure to ratify the Istanbul Convention.\textsuperscript{141}

NGOs have more broadly benefited from information-sharing with NGOs tackling similar issues in other countries. By sharing updates on legislation and policy, reporting anti-gender activity, and highlighting the effectiveness of the civil society strategies in one country, NGOs are better prepared when they encounter similar situations.\textsuperscript{142} Activists reported watching their counterparts in other countries to be better informed and prepared for anti-gender activities.\textsuperscript{143}

Other HRDs have confirmed the importance of this cross-border communication and sharing. In Moldova, civil society was experiencing the same harmful strategies of sexist and gender-based propaganda as in other countries. The anti-gender movement sought to disinform citizens by instilling erroneous fears that their traditional values were at risk.\textsuperscript{144} A Moldovan NGO learned from the experiences of civil society in other countries and their responses to this harmful messaging, including how to proactively rebut myths surrounding the Istanbul Convention before the anti-gender movement could disseminate them.\textsuperscript{145} Similarly, an HRD in Italy explained that “the presence of foreign experts and activists helped Italian movements to better understand the strategies of ultra-conservative groups and
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their ability to function simultaneously at different levels.”146 In other words, international cooperation helps foster a more efficient and enhanced learning process.147

International cooperation can provide crucial validation, support, and empowerment to NGOs confronting resistance at the national level. At the same time, stakeholders should be aware that a lack of international support can drastically reduce morale. One HRD in Armenia described feeling deflated after they received little support during the Armenian war, with many NGOs within its international network remaining silent.148 Her statement underscores the importance of ongoing communication and support within the movement on all challenges activists maybe facing.

(jv) Building Alliances Aimed at Ratification

A Croatian HRD suggested partnering with organizations that work on a wider democracy agenda but that have not necessarily considered using a gendered lens.149 On March 22, 2018, the Women’s Network of Croatia (WNC) organized a press conference including representatives of both right- and left-wing political parties, atheists, and Catholics, who were united by an issue important to all women: ratification of the convention. This press conference showed a unified front of diverse people in support of the convention and galvanized momentum in support of ratifying it. It demonstrated to the country that the issue was wide-ranging and impacted women from all backgrounds. A researcher on the backlash against the Istanbul Convention reiterated the importance of “widen[ing] the constituency” of organizations concerned about gender issues, including violence against women.

In Moldova, which recently ratified the convention, HRDs also recognized the importance of forming partnerships to build momentum toward ratification.150 They worked with the Ministry of Social Protection to prepare conclusions and

146 Civicus, Anti-Rights Groups: Protesting Once Is Not Enough; We Need to Fight back Every Single Day, February 6, 2020.
recommendations on violence against women. The Ministry added a powerful voice to the advocacy campaign promoting ratification. This strategy included working with parliament, the government, activists, the Church, and the general public to add as many strong voices as possible to build support.151

(v) Overcoming Challenges

It can be difficult to establish coalitions due to competition, lack of trust between different civil society groups, and, at times, NGOs’ fixed agendas or limited resources.152 Indeed, one HRD acknowledged the challenges in sustaining solidarity between the feminist and LGBTIQ+ movements in Italy due to competition for resources and space within the progressive field.153 This stands in stark contrast to diverse anti-gender groups that have demonstrated strong solidarity in simultaneously attacking several rights under one frame, for example, using religion to attack abortion, LGBTIQ+ rights, and youth rights.154 A Latvian HRD stressed the importance of NGOs establishing shared goals and understandings at the outset to ensure transparent and mutually beneficial information-sharing and dialogue.155 For example, when an NGO arranges a meeting with Members of Parliament to discuss certain human rights issues, it should also invite other members of its coalition that focus on similar issues.156

6. Find Allies Within the Opposition

Every group has a “persuadable middle,” defined as those who can be brought along to support the cause when they share common values.157 The human rights
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movement may face powerful opposition forces — often government or religious — in their countries. When the dominant government or religion opposes rights that civil society is working to protect, HRDs have creatively found “sub-allies” within these groups and erred on the side of inclusion over exclusion. One Croatian activist explained that, while it is important to be “fierce” about maintaining human rights standards, it is equally important to avoid a mindset that could exclude certain allies, such as faith-based activists. Another HRD in Turkey emphasized the need to partner with “reasonable men’s groups.” This approach might involve collaborating with an organization that focuses on men’s rights or issues but that is not strictly opposed to women’s rights.¹⁵⁸

Other women’s HRDs cautioned that too much division could weaken the NGO strategy to promote the Istanbul Convention or other rights. In Turkey, women’s rights NGOs included women in conservative groups despite their differences. When it became clear the Turkish government was considering withdrawal from the convention, women’s groups across Turkey spoke up in support of the convention. Women in conservative groups and in the ruling party joined feminist women’s organizations to oppose withdrawal.¹⁵⁹

(i) Finding Allies within the Church

In countries where the church-at-large is not an ally, civil society has found ways to engage with individual religious leaders. For example, a Moldovan HRD found individual priests who quietly supported domestic violence victims in their locales.¹⁶⁰ Bringing individual priests on board to support specific women’s rights causes and educating them on the benefits of the
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Istanbul Convention resulted in the priests spreading this messaging through the language and context of the Bible in a way their followers understood.\textsuperscript{161}

HRDs have also found ways to blend church principles with their own human rights goals. For example, one NGO worked with faith leaders to develop a pastoral letter that conformed to their language. It included selected scripture ideas and verses but also addressed the NGO’s advocacy agenda, including access to services and vital information on sexuality education.\textsuperscript{162} In 2017, leaders from Cyprus’ five main faith-based communities — Cyprus, Greek Orthodox, Muslim, Armenian Orthodox, Maronite and Latin Catholic — issued a joint statement condemning violence against women and girls.\textsuperscript{163}

In the United States, NETWORK, also known as Nuns on the Bus, is a group of Catholic sisters that stands for “justice and peace” and “educates, organizes and lobbies for economic and social transformation.” NETWORK was founded in the spirit of Vatican II and is rooted in principles that value women’s leadership. This includes welcoming members of the LGBTIQ+ community, accepting people from all religious and secular backgrounds, and working to become a multicultural, anti-racist organization. NETWORK is an example of an organization rooted in the Catholic Church and actively advocating on federal policies, including immigration reform, economic justice, and voting rights.\textsuperscript{164}

\textbf{7. Find Alternative Channels to Navigate Within the Political Arena}

At present, the political field is challenging for many human rights activists. Determining how best to engage with politicians and navigate the political system is important to the success of civil society in every country. Central to the efforts of
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many NGOs, as discussed above, has been crafting the proper messaging to convince their respective governments to ratify the Istanbul Convention. One successful technique has been to highlight positive examples from the countries where the Istanbul Convention has been ratified.\textsuperscript{165}

Persuading a government or any target audience requires groups to tailor the message to issues important to the specific audience. Civil society has enjoyed success focusing governments on aligning with international commitments to eliminate violence against women. Governments often recognize the negative consequences of being out of step with international human rights standards, including risks to receiving foreign aid and foreign economic investment, which may be tied to compliance with these standards.

International and regional bodies, including the CoE, EU, and UN, have laws or policies aimed at combating violence against women. In addition to the Istanbul Convention and Recommendation 2002(5) of the Committee of Ministers on the Protection of Women against Violence, the CoE has promulgated several tools and studies on violence against women.\textsuperscript{166} The United Nations treaty body Concluding Observations and Universal Periodic Reviews frequently recommend ratification of the Istanbul Convention to UN Member States in their outcome documents. In an opinion adopted on July 13, 2022, the European Economic and Social Committee reiterated the urgency and importance of ratification by all member states and the EU.\textsuperscript{167} Although some member states have blocked its ratification, the EU itself has taken steps to ratify the Istanbul Convention, and on June 1, 2023, the Council of the EU approved its accession.\textsuperscript{168} This decision will
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prioritize the principles of the convention for member states and institution’s decisions in the EU moving forward. These instruments provide an important yardstick for civil society to hold governments accountable.

In another example, civil society has found that highlighting the financial incentives associated with complying with international human rights standards is another persuasive point for ratification. NGOs remind their respective governments that, if international organizations see the government has made progress on violence against women, these organizations will be more inclined to provide the government with additional aid and grants to further this goal.169 When speaking to the President of the Moldovan Parliamentarian Commission to push for ratification, an HRD explained the economic benefits that ratification could bring from donors that value the country’s commitment to ending violence against women.170 She also highlighted the international political capital that ratification will bring Moldova. One MP, tasked with assessing the Convention, asked what the benefit to the country and himself was if his commission took up the draft law. Her response was it would bring favorable international visibility in the current negotiations with Sweden on commercial matters, and if ratified, the Convention would bring outside funding for the services for which his commission was responsible.171

NGOs have also focused on building structures that bridge civil society with government and decision-makers. In Latvia, a council of cooperation between NGOs and the Cabinet of Ministers fosters collaboration, with the council being chaired by the head of state and vice-chaired by an elected NGO representative.172 This mechanism allows

LATVIA: PROMOTE MECHANISMS TO FOSTER COLLABORATION BETWEEN CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE GOVERNMENT.
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civil society to consult with the government and provide feedback on policy issues impacting women’s rights. Latvia also enjoys greater open dialogue between civil society and MPs through the Declaration on Collaboration with Civil Society.\(^\text{173}\) The Declaration provides for a civil society liaison on every parliamentary committee. Hence, an NGO can better engage in the committee’s meetings and activities on various issues.\(^\text{174}\) The Declaration also provides for an annual forum where members of Parliament and NGOs meet to discuss a specific agenda.\(^\text{175}\) At the same time, one HRD reported that her NGO achieves even better results by establishing parliamentary committee relationships with more frequent communication, allowing the NGO to actively drive the agenda and provide input on proposed legislation.\(^\text{176}\) In the Czech Republic, civil society has worked with the Gender Equality department to publish a leaflet funded by the department, which seeks to debunk myths surrounding the Istanbul Convention as well as map out its implementation in practice.\(^\text{177}\)

There has also been a conscious effort to work on domestic violence issues with female government officials and parliamentarians on both the left and the right.\(^\text{178}\) HRDs have made efforts to find women allies who understand the issues.\(^\text{179}\) When the dominant government or religion opposes ratification, HRDs have creatively found “sub-allies” within these groups. For example, a Moldovan HRD described how she lost her connections with political parties over the years. She decided to narrow her target from political parties to women parliamentarian caucuses in order to hold discussions about the Istanbul Convention.\(^\text{180}\) One Czech HRD identified MPs and ministry officials who will promote the proposals themselves. The NGO proposals are
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then seen as government and parliamentarian initiatives and gain greater credibility.\textsuperscript{181}

8. Re-Imagine Responses to Harmful Anti-Gender Messaging

Civil society has begun to recognize the need to regain control of the narrative. In the past, civil society has often used language not relatable to the general public. Common mistakes include relying on jargon, legalese, or words that fail to evoke emotions. In addition, activists often make the mistake of putting out a story talking to people who already hold similar views as them.\textsuperscript{182} As an ad agency director stated, “the people you are trying to convince are not yourselves.”\textsuperscript{183} In turn, building a narrative infrastructure involves not only developing the ideas, but also conducting the research to know who the audience is and how to message to them.\textsuperscript{184} HRDs in the Czech Republic partnered with an international NGO, which helped research public opinion on ratification, including how much the public understood the benefits of ratifying the Convention.\textsuperscript{185} While 84 percent of respondents considered violence against women to be a serious problem, a slight majority still opposed ratification.\textsuperscript{186} This resistance prevailed despite the fact that only 16 percent of respondents had a solid understanding of the Convention’s provisions.\textsuperscript{187}

Civil society is working to take back the very human rights language the anti-gender movement has co-opted for itself. The traditional response from certain left-wing organizations has been to directly confront the harmful, often inaccurate messaging emanating from the anti-gender movement. One HRD highlighted the tension this
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has created, with the left and the far-right speaking “different languages.” One of the most effective manipulations by the anti-gender movement is its purported goal to protect the “traditional” family, i.e., a biological male husband, his biological female wife, and their children. Civil society, however, can seek to reframe the family to show that gender equality is essential to a good family life. In the United States, civil society reclaimed the “family” through the “Love is Love” campaign to counter the referenda that sought to restrict marriage to opposite-sex couples in four states. The movement rebranded and reframed the language from the opposition in a positive way. It used the same anti-gender tactic rhetoric of protecting the family but promoted the human rights goal of protecting every version of the family and parenthood, thereby winning public opinion from the anti-gender movement. In Poland, an HRD stressed the importance of reframing the word “tradition” to argue that violence against women is contrary to tradition, not the Istanbul Convention. Where the government is more resistant, civil society has been careful not to agitate the government with controversial topics. As a Czech HRD observed, being loud does not always result in positive publicity. An Armenian HRD elaborated on this, explaining it is sometimes better not to be vocal, as it may provoke a backlash from a government seeking to avoid controversy. It may be more effective to advance the issues behind the scenes
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in order to improve protection for victims.\textsuperscript{194} She also opined that a better long-term approach is to use imagery versus being “unduly provocative” that may have the adverse effect of alienating officials from the cause.\textsuperscript{195}

HRDs agreed they must be poised to act swiftly in response to new developments. This requires raising awareness and developing positive messaging before the opposition takes control of the narrative. For example, Czech activists swiftly developed the narrative on solo Ukrainian women refugees from the war to ensure the Czech public understood their vulnerability. They also included suggestions on how society can protect them.\textsuperscript{196} This effort included collecting petition signatures to pressure the government to protect these women, which was an easy means of empowering what can be passive members of the public to make a positive impact.\textsuperscript{197}

Civil society’s response should strive “to tell positive stories, rather than simply state the negatives.”\textsuperscript{198} As one stakeholder explained, instead of trying to name and shame the anti-gender groups, “we need to find ways of communicating empathy in the face of hatred and reasserting the power of compassion and shared humanity. Our messages can be optimistic and make a positive case for rights.”\textsuperscript{199} Following ratification of the Istanbul Convention by Moldova, NGOs have enjoyed better outcomes not by addressing every negative comment made by the conservative Church, but by focusing instead on positive messaging and explaining the benefits of the Istanbul Convention and why its ratification should be celebrated.\textsuperscript{200} Similarly, in Ukraine, civil society countered anti-gender messaging with facts about how the Convention would positively reform
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laws on violence against women, such as adding a new stalking offence to existing laws.201

Interviewees agreed that, above all, the message should be simple. The anti-gender movement has employed simple language in its messaging, which many NGOs have historically countered with more nuanced terms, such as “gender equality,” that many people do not understand.202 One HRD stressed the importance of using “an accessible language” in messaging, adding that people do not always read the news to understand current events.203

At times, NGOs have also leveraged humor and striking imagery online and on the streets, particularly in response to harmful anti-gender messaging. A Lithuanian NGO noted the inspiration for this new approach came from younger staff members, student volunteers and interns, who “bring new ideas, are more technologically advanced, know how social media works, what messages should be written, and what communication should be used.”204 In Poland, for Valentine’s Day, an NGO created postcards with ironic greetings to be sent to Ordo Iuris, a prominent anti-gender group.205 Any person could take and mail a postcard to Ordo Iuris physically or virtually, making it easy to engage the public.206 Other tactics have involved making references to popular culture. In Croatia, a number of women’s rights groups frequently dressed in costumes from Margaret Atwood’s novel, The Handmaid’s Tale, and marched through public squares.207 The power of the imagery is that it seeks to draw parallels
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with the novel which “portrays a world in which women have become stripped of rights and relegated to reproductive roles.”

9. Formal vs Informal Incorporation

Many groups have been forced into organizing on an informal basis by difficult political conditions which can create a new set of challenges. For example, there may be legal restrictions on an informal organization’s ability to raise funding. They may be prohibited from including a “donate” button on their website, receiving private foundation funding, or selling goods to raise revenue. As an HRD whose coalition is not formally incorporated explained, “it has a lot of costs, of course. It comes at a cost because doing all that we do on volunteer labor is very hard.… If we are a formal organization and received funding for instance that might be easier. But then we open ourselves up for criticism that we are an EU or, god forbid, U.S.-funded organization that is just trying to destroy the country.”

Another HRD from the same country summarized that, given the risk of applying for EU or Western funding:

\[ \text{It is difficult for us to find real funds and finance for our associations. We mainly do some small courses like chores, singing groups, dancing groups, story writing workshops. We take some small monies from all those activities or some festivals. Or some selling second-hand goods for some money for our association. Or we sell some bags, some t-shirts. These are our main financial sources.} \]
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Without access to larger, formal funding sources, they rely on crowdfunding platforms that fund individuals, not organizations, to carry out specific projects.\(^{212}\)

Despite these challenges, HRDs have found unexpected benefits from informal incorporation, including the flexibility to bring together different stakeholders to respond to threats when they arise.\(^{213}\) This informality also prevents opening up an organization to public scrutiny, including its possible connections to the EU and the United States, which, at least in Eastern Europe, may not be well perceived in the public eye.\(^{214}\) As one HRD explained:

\[
\text{We realized there was this opportunity and we could have formed into something more formal, but the political conditions are not conducive to it. So, we said this is actually better. We can keep in close touch without formalizing ourselves and then opening up scrutiny, or having some people serve on a board risk lawsuits or fines and things like that.}^{215}\]

Informal organizing may also help avoid potential lawsuits and fines.\(^{216}\)

10. Stay Resilient

Many HRDs affirmed the need to stay resilient and keep pushing forward even in the face of setbacks. When governments or anti-gender groups seek to undermine the rights of women, civil society must continue to fight for all aspects of gender equality and not back down or disappear.\(^{217}\)

HRDs and activists recognized the need to provide psychological support to one another. One HRD noted how encouraging it was to see all the support. It kept their

\[
\text{CELEBRATE VICTORIES AND PROVIDE PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT TO OTHER HRDS.}
\]
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organization moving forward. Other HRDs emphasized they need to keep reminding themselves how far they have come and what they have achieved, finding solace in the fact that many things are slowly changing for the better. One HRD feels that the continuing existence of their organization and others focusing on women’s rights in their country is to be regarded as a success story in itself. As an activist summarized, “[c]ourage is contagious.”

11. Leverage Resources

All stakeholders should recognize that no single NGO can take on this work alone. Most human rights NGOs are set up to serve victims of violence, conduct training and public awareness activities, and advocate for law and policy change. They have very little time or resources left to take on what is a well-financed, highly networked, global anti-gender movement. In contrast, anti-gender groups are set up for an ideological purpose – their very mission is to promote their agenda and undermine human rights. Given this dichotomy, it will take a broad coalition to effectively counter the anti-gender movement and continue protecting human rights. In times of limited funding, civil society must think strategically to leverage all available resources to expand the movement.

NGOs have developed creative ways to leverage their resources and expand their reach. Several interviewees shared successful strategies to meet their program goals. Volunteers are a key component to supplement resources to promote the Istanbul Convention and women’s rights. For example, a Ukrainian HRD acknowledged that, because NGOs are unlikely to get funding to organize a march, volunteers are crucial at all stages of planning and implementation. Further, when gathering signatures or distributing leaflets, volunteers are crucial to expanding
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their reach. One NGO engaged the pro bono services of a marketing company to create a professional video on domestic violence. This was part of the NGO’s anti-femicide campaign, and it was well-received on national television. Moreover, in the face of attacks and lawsuits against HRDs, obtaining the support of volunteer lawyers is particularly important to ensure strong legal support for any cases that may go to court. A Polish HRD explained how they began to organize systemic legal aid for active supporters on a national level. While her organization has one paid lawyer to represent protestors as a first call, it has a national network of pro bono lawyers to help. She explained:

This is working very well. It’s quick, it’s very effective, there’s nobody who’s left alone. Anybody who needs help can be provided with it. And we achieved such a level of protection...and we still have the ability to defend the people. Anybody.

Perhaps surprisingly, the conflict between the women’s human rights movement and the opposition has a silver lining for pro-Istanbul Convention supporters. The tensions are drawing attention and renewed support, which civil society can harness. In Croatia, women’s HRDs noted that the fight with the opposition over the Istanbul Convention helped energize the women’s movement in their country. One advocate explained that “it’s become a huge issue, and it’s brought to front and center women’s rights. We are talking about domestic violence like never before because we are talking about the Istanbul
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Convention.” Recently, in particularly notorious cases of rape and domestic violence, people are consciously aware of them, and such cases are sparking protests across Croatia. Although the opposition is strong, the voices of civil society and HRDs are becoming stronger. After Turkey announced its intention to withdraw from the Convention, the Istanbul Convention garnered international media attention, and the hashtag #IstanbulConventionSavesLives began trending on social media.

Civil Society Needs

As expected, all HRDs indicated the need for additional financial resources to continue their activities. The anti-gender groups are established for the very purpose of attacking human rights long-term. In contrast, human rights groups are often set up to provide victims with psychological counselling, legal assistance, and shelter. They often lack the capacity to take on the additional and enormous task of countering the anti-gender movement’s activities. Countering the anti-gender movement effectively will require coalitions of NGOs, as no one NGO can do it alone. This section seeks to present the other needs of civil society, as described by HRDs, to strengthen NGOs and build their capacity in the face of these attacks.

1. Mental Health

A primary priority for NGOs is caring for the mental health of their employees. Many HRDs reported employee burnout from being overstretched while simultaneously working in hostile environments. Others have cited overwhelming emotions of devastation and exhaustion. HRDs also cited the toll that disasters, including the pandemic and armed conflict, have on their mental health. One Armenian HRD stated, “[a] lot of people lost relatives in the war and during COVID. I think this war
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destroyed all of us really. ...Such a horrible, horrible situation. And until now it still, you can feel the depression, the apathy, the anger. All types of negative emotions are there, and civil society is not an exclusion.”  

Interviews revealed that funders often overlook mental health care needs, leaving NGOs on their own to find resources. In Armenia, activists took it upon themselves to start a foundation specifically to “develop this more of a mental wellbeing” for activists. She added that they undertook this work “because no other donor would do that. It’s something irrelevant for a lot.” Another HRD reported high burnout and mental health decline within her NGO, particularly following trauma caused by physical and emotional violence including assaults, online attacks, physical threats, property validation, and other violence. The NGO created a crowdfunding campaign called “Defend the Defenders” to build resources to provide psychological and legal support for its employees so they can continue performing their activities. Another organization in Poland has set up a network of psychologists, which it refers to as “psycho-emergency.” Access to therapy, however, has not proven sufficient with the NGO suggesting its employees would also benefit from group therapy in addition to the private sessions. Such sessions should also include training on how to deal with many of the actors they encounter, i.e., law enforcement, and how to respond to aggressive personal attacks from anti-gender groups. An Armenian HRD added that trainings should include guidance on building support networks with each other to protect their physical security.

2. Training and Know-How

Many HRDs in the domestic violence area indicated they require assistance to develop their training programs and staff capacity, including continuing education on women’s rights issues. As one HRD explained, employees are already incredibly busy with their day-to-day activities, especially in terms of providing direct
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assistance to victims of violence. Therefore, they lack the time to stay abreast of emerging domestic legislation and international instruments, including the Istanbul Convention and its mechanisms. Interviewees also expressed the need for advice on domestic law and legal procedure. Civil society needs legal advice to understand the pioneering cases prompted by their advocacy being brought before the courts. Similarly, legal assistance is needed for lawsuits filed against them individually and their organizations by anti-gender groups. Training sessions should also include guidance on lobbying and reporting requirements under international instruments, as well as a deeper understanding of international institutions and structures. One HRD suggested that funders provide external sponsorship to fund retreats and workshops to develop this know-how, with such events taking place in a safe environment.

Professional development for staff and volunteers at NGOs is particularly important when civil society relies on volunteers who may lack the technical knowledge and skills to fully meet NGOs’ needs. A Czech HRD noted that online training sessions that can be re-used for each batch of incoming volunteers are useful.

As mentioned above, certain HRDs indicated that publicly-funded training sessions on all aspects of women’s rights are also necessary for stakeholders, i.e., government officials, members of parliament, police, and the judiciary, so that civil society can see improved results from the activities of those stakeholders.
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Another common request is for greater international assistance with training. One HRD expressed the need for external sponsorship to bring in international experts to develop know-how and strategies. This is key in developing an advocacy strategy with NGOs to promote the ratification of the Istanbul Convention in their home countries.\(^{244}\) One interviewee cited the example of a CoE-led program to prepare civil society to resume lobbying for ratification once the pandemic restrictions were lifted.\(^{245}\) At the same time, civil society welcomes any guidance in identifying experts who will be sensitive to the various issues the NGOs are addressing, have an understanding of the domestic political climate and the situation on the ground, and have a good working knowledge of the domestic laws and cultures.\(^{246}\) Beyond targeted training, some HRDs noted the benefits of access to well-structured, reader-friendly reports prepared by other civil society organizations.\(^{247}\)

### 3. Easing of Administrative Burdens

The anti-gender movement enjoys abundant and often unrestricted resources to carry out its work. Unlike formal funding, much of the financing for the anti-gender movement is “dark money” that remains unregulated and invisible to the public. This opaqueness, coupled with laws such as those that exempt churches from disclosure
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requirements, often allows recipients to operate without restrictions, scrutiny, or obligations to report how they use that money.\textsuperscript{248}

The amounts of dark money funding the anti-gender movement are enormous. The European Parliamentary Forum for Sexual and Reproductive Rights found that anti-gender groups in Europe channeled more than $707 million of dark money in the ten years leading up to 2018 to support their work.\textsuperscript{249} In that decade, such anti-gender funding in Europe has quadrupled.\textsuperscript{250} Dark money in Europe portrays only part of the picture. Open Democracy documented how U.S.-based Christian Right organizations have channeled an additional $280 million used to attack women’s and LGBTQ+ rights around the world.\textsuperscript{251}

In sharp contrast to the anti-gender groups, human rights NGOs struggle to secure adequate, flexible funding to support their core operations. Funding is generally precarious for women’s rights NGOs, many of which operate on extremely limited budgets. Civil society is often highly dependent on grants, which are frequently short-term, for a specific program, or for delivery of specific services.\textsuperscript{252} In addition, HRDs reported how they experienced cuts in funding for their work in recent years.\textsuperscript{253} Activists partly attributed the decreased funding to the emergence of anti-
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gender groups that masquerade as human rights groups and compete for legitimate funding—on top of the dark money they already receive.254

The funding that human rights NGOs do receive often carries onerous reporting requirements, which further consumes their time and energy. While all HRDs expressed their gratitude for the funding they receive, many indicated that they experience difficulty with the administrative burdens placed on them by some funders both in preparing proposals and in reporting on grants. The consequence of these more significant administrative burdens is that NGOs are left with even less time and resources to devote to their program activities.255

Funding for human rights NGOs may also be restricted to specific projects. Some HRDs expressed frustration with the limited freedom afforded to them to spend money as they deem necessary. Instead, they find themselves adapting their future projects to meet the specific mandates of funders.256 One HRD recalled how a funder explained that it would give them ample money but would also mandate administrative obligations, which, it turned out, made her “stay out of the streets, because you are doing paperwork.”257 She explained:

> And that is what happened. They made us work huge percentages of our time doing administrative issues, making copies of bills, explaining every single receipt, and writing a narrative or financial report every three months. When you are doing this, you cannot
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plan future actions and you cannot be spontaneous. We became like slaves to the projects, because we had to think about how to design our projects into what they were financing. So, we need more freedom in that way.258

In light of this situation, HRDs expressed the desire for greater flexibility to design and adapt their programs, rather than having to implement projects designed in places far-removed from the situation on the ground and with little flexibility to adapt to changing contexts.259 The HRD overburdened by paperwork stated, “It’s not about the money. It’s about the way you are giving to us.”260 As one HRD put it, such programs often cannot “adequately channel and respond to local aspirations in ways that locally designed efforts can.”261

4. Solidarity and Support

Many HRDs spoke of the need for solidarity and mutual support within civil society, not just in women’s rights but collectively among all human rights advocates.262 Providing support can be as simple as sharing an important post or message from another NGO with members of their own organization, or sharing it on their website.263 To this end, multiple HRDs have continually expressed the importance of coming together in person

HRDs have expressed a need for a sense of community and solidarity among various types of activists.
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to share successes, strategies, and setbacks, and to create solidarity with their peers.

Formally recognizing and appreciating HRDs' work is also important to address the needs of civil society. One HRD suggested establishing more awards to recognize outstanding work and commitment in the area of women's human rights, which would in turn empower activists working in the area.264 One HRD in Latvia provided the example of a “Women Leader” award presented to women, usually politicians, whose work contributes toward gender equality. Many local politicians who have received this award did not understand what gender equality was until someone explained the meaning of the award to them and described how their work promoted gender equality.265 Establishing more awards for activities in women’s rights can be both empowering and educational.266

Recognizing the work that HRDs are doing, especially in the face of the backlash, is also important. For example, The Advocates honors outstanding contributions to the human rights movement with its annual Don and Arvonne Fraser Award.267

Civil society also needs greater external support and resources. In particular, it requires a commitment of legal aid or pro bono assistance to respond to frivolous lawsuits, either as a form of intimidation (SLAPPs),268 or as a governmental attempt to use the courts to restrict civil society’s right to associate and/or protest against policy and legislative measures.269
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Conclusion

December 10, 2023, marks the 75th anniversary of the signing of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). Among myriad important pillars of human rights, the UDHR recognizes “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.”²⁷⁰

The anti-gender movement seeks to dismantle the very dignity, freedom, justice, equality, and peace with which all persons deserve to live and is growing in strength. Far-right actors have sought to not only attack the human rights of women, LGBTIQ+ persons, children, immigrants, and others, but they have also actively undermined civil society and human rights defenders who strive every day to safeguard these rights and fundamental freedoms.

In the face of these attacks, diminishing space, and limited funding, civil society must be creative, resourceful and persistent. Human rights defenders across the region shared the innovative strategies they are using to promote women’s human rights as well as tactics they are deploying to counter the anti-gender movement. This report compiles those strategies as blueprints for many types of activities, to be initiated and adapted by individuals or organizations, in small places, homes, communities, towns and cities throughout the world. Ultimately, broad alliances within civil society must not only carry out their own tactics, but also share their strategies and come together as a movement to counter the global AGM, safeguard our basic human rights and fundamental freedoms, and realize the UDHR’s true meaning.